
Welcome to the guide to using the forums

We recommend printing this document to make it easier to follow the instructions while using the
forums. It may look complicated but posting a message is actually very simple.

Forums Overview

Forums are used for asking and answering questions, posting information and holding
discussions that are accessible to everyone. Often known as message, discussion or bulletin
boards, forums date back to the early days of the Internet.

Forums Concepts

There are three elements to our forums: A post, a topic and a forum

Post: A post is a single message submitted by a member. It may be a new post, which starts a
new topic, or a reply to an existing post. Posts typically contain a sentence, paragraph, or a
photograph.

Topic: A topic (often called a thread) is a group of posts submitted by different members
usually as replies to other posts. The posts are displayed in chronological order. A topic starts
with a new post, any replies to this first post continue to be part of this topic. A topic can be
compared to a conversation, allowing many people to state their opinions about an idea, or
debate an issue.

Forum: A forum is an area holding topics that that can be grouped in an area of interest.
Confusingly the term forum is used for a particular area for topics such as the Emergencies
forum in the General Help and Advice Category and also for the whole section of the site
containing all forums!

Walkthroughs

To help new members to understand the concepts of topics and posting messages you can
follow the two walkthroughs below.

1) Posting

A good way of learning about the forums is to say hello in the Member’s Lounge forum. There’s
actually a specific topic for this so we’ll use it in this walkthrough.

From anywhere on the site click the ‘Forum’ link on the left hand menu. Then scroll down and
click Member’s Lounge (near the bottom)



You’re now in the Member’s Lounge forum.
Under Recommended Topics click on ‘New members please say hello’.

You can read all the way through the posts or just click on the highest page number above all
the posts so you’re on the final page of this topic.

To add your message to this topic click the ‘Reply’ button at the
top and the ‘Add Message’ screen will appear.

Type your message into the message
box. In this example I’ve typed

‘Hello! I'm Andrew.. I've got 2 goldfish
and have been keeping fish for 2
years.’

When you are happy with your
message click the submit button near
the bottom.

(Don’t worry about the rest of the ‘Add Message’ screen, we’ll look at that later.)

Tip: Sometimes when you reply you may want to reread other posts in the topic. If you scroll
down from the ‘Add Message’ window you will see the last five posts in that topic.

Congratulations! You have made your first post on our forums!

2) New Topic

You should start a new topic when you have a question or wish to start a new discussion.
For this walkthrough we’re going to imagine you are the owner of a goldfish that is losing it’s
balance.

Again click on ‘Forum’ in the left hand menu.
Goldfish are coldwater fish so find the coldwater section and click ‘Coldwater - Setting up and
Health’.



We’re going to start a new topic so click the ‘New Topic’ button
and the ‘Add Message’ window appears.

For this example we’re only posting
a simple message so just type a
subject line - in this example
‘My goldfish keeps losing its
balance’
and type a description, giving as
much information as possible, in this
example
‘My goldfish can't swim properly. It

keeps rolling onto its side.

The fish is about 2 years old and it's
in a 24x12x12 tank.’

Don’t worry about the other parts of the ‘Add Message’ screen those will be covered later.

Click submit to create your new topic

You will then see your new topic under Latest Topics of the forum you’ve posted in. . If you click
the title of your post you will see the full post. Hopefully someone will be along soon with a reply!

Posting Messages – Advanced

Message Enhancements

Here’s a brief list of what does what…

Insert a link to another web page. Click this and follow the prompts if you want a neat way
of adding a link to your post. The alternative is to just paste the link straight into your message.

Add an image if you know the URL (web address) of an image
(ie http://www.fishkeeping.co.uk/uploads/photos0/1223.jpg ) you can add an image by clicking

the icon and following the prompts

Add an image using the image manager. See the ‘Adding Images’ Tutorial for full
information about the image manager



Use this area to add formatted text to your
post.
Type the text you want to add in the box and
then choose font, colour and size to suit and
click ‘Add’

Enable Smileys: Smileys are displayed as little pictures when this is ticked
Enable Codes: Display codes such as [font] are used when this is ticked
Enable Line Break: New lines are displayed in your post as entered in the message window
Attach Signature: You signature (As created in your profile) is added to your post
Notify me of new posts: Tick this to receive a message when someone submits a new post to
the thread.

Message Options

When you post a new message there are options that you can choose by ticking or unticking
them as required. If you’re not sure just leave them as they are.
If you’re asking a question it’s a good idea to tick ‘Notify me of new posts’, the site will then send
you a message when someone replies.

Attaching pictures
This is the simplest way of adding a picture to your message. Click the browse button and locate
the image on your computer that you want to add to your post. If you know how to resize your
image then make it about 500 pixels width. The site attempt to resize your image to fit.

The Preview/Quote/Submit buttons

If you decide not to post click Cancel to take you back to where you where.

Click this to test how your post looks. Note pictures are not displayed by the preview.

Click this to submit your message to the forum. Once submitted you still can edit or
delete your message for up to 10 minutes after it’s posted.

Add a ‘Smiley’ or emoticon to your post.



Codes
More advanced users may like to format there messages using codes as below..

[b]Bolded Text[/b]
[i]Italicized Text[/i]
[u]Underlined Text[/u]
[color=0000FF]Blue Text[/color]
[size=xx-large]Bigger Text[/size]
[quote]This cheese is delicious[/quote]
[code]if ($cheese == "tasty") {return true; }[/code]
[url=http://www.fishkeeping.co.uk/]Visit fishkeeping.co.uk![/url]
[img]http://www.fishkeeping.co.uk/images/xxxxx.gif[/img]

Keeping track of messages and replies

Notifications
As well as the tick box when you submit a new post you can also subscribe to notifications for
other topics or forums that you are interested in. You can find the tick boxes under ‘Active
Notifications’ near the bottom of the page.

Within a forum choose either ‘Notify me of new topics in the current forum’ to receive
notification of new topics or ‘Notify me of any new posts in the current forum’ to receive a
notification for new posts. The second option is not recommended for busy forums, as you will
receive a lot of emails!

Within a topic tick ‘Notify me of new posts in the current thread’ to be notified of any new posts

Show new posts
In addition to getting emails you can see any new posts since you
last logged in by choosing ‘View New posts’ from the pulldown
menu in the top right of the screen. If you are only interested in
seeing new posts from a particular forum the same system works
in each of the forums but just shows posts in that forum.

When replying there’s another button..

Click ‘Quote’ to include the text from the message you are replying to. This is useful
if you are replying to part of a message and want the person to know which part you are replying
to. Or if you want a specific person to know your answer is directed at them.



Message envelopes

A similar system works if you wish to see quickly where new posts are. Again using the
pulldown, select ‘Mark All Forums read’ or ‘Mark All Topics read’ depending on which screen
you are on. All the envelopes will go a light colour . When a new post is made the forum
or topic envelope will turn a darker colour to indicate a new post.

The two systems above work better if you are logged in. If you try and use them while not
logged in and logged in you get strange results!

Acceptable use of the Forums
All members must abide by the rules of the forums. These are simple, treat the forum as you
would any social event where you are expected to be polite and respectful. If you feel a post
breaks forum rules please report it to a moderator or admin.

Moderators
The site moderators may edit or delete posts that in their opinion affect the quality of the site
or break forum rules.


